
Rehearsing at Home



Mark up your score!!

● If you’re working from an original score that will be returned after the concert, 
consider making a copy if you think you’ll be making lots of marks. (You can 
turn it in to the conductor to be shredded after the concert if copyright is an 
issue.)
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Mark up your score!!

● If you’re working from an original score that will be returned after the concert, 
consider making a copy if you think you’ll be making lots of marks. (You can 
turn it in to the conductor to be shredded after the concert if copyright is an 
issue.

● Color is your friend! Once you have a copy that you can mark freelly, use 
highlighters, colored pencils, anything that helps you see your marks.

● Write your translation if it’s in a foreign language, dynamics, breath marks, 
circle parts to work on at home, mark changes in time/key signature, write the 
next note at the end of a system/page (CUSTOS), etc. 



Rhythm



Rhythm

● Look through the song and mark the time signature, with a special mark 
whenever the time signature changes



Time Signature 

Simple Meter:  Usually a 4 or 2 for the bottom number, top number divisible by 2.  
Main beats are divided in to two parts (e.g. 2 eighth notes per quarter note)



Time Signature

Compound time - usually an 8 (sometimes 16) on the bottom, top number is 
divisible by 3. Main beats are divided in to three parts (e.g. a dotted quarter note 
main beat, divided into 3 eighth notes.



Time signatures

Especially in compound time, it’s helpful to look at the piano accompaniment (if 
there is one), and to mark where the main beats are.



Rhythm

● Look through the song and mark the time signature, with a special mark 
whenever the time signature changes

● Speak or count the rhythm with no text (do small sections at a time!)



Text/Language

● If a piece is in a foreign language, consider asking the conductor (or section 
leader) for an audio file of the spoken text, if they don’t provide one 
automatically.  Even in a language many have sung in, this provides 
consistency.



IPA

● Learn 6-10 IPA symbols to use as tools!



Text/Language

● Write a full translation in to your score so you’re reminded what you’re singing 
about during rehearsals

● Practice speaking the text IN RHYTHM - if you can do this, adding the notes 
in rehearsal will be SO much easier

● Look for repetition in the text, and practice in small sections



Learning notes

● If you have a piano or keyboard at home, great!  But even if you don’t it’s 
worth it to learn the notes on the piano and have a keyboard app on your 
phone/tablet/computer available for plunking notes.



Learning notes

It’s also well worth your while to learn a few key intervals (m2 vs. M2, m3 vs. M3)



Learning notes

Circle specific “trouble spots” during rehearsal that you want  to look at while 
rehearsing at home (active vs. passive rehearsing)



Runs

● Look for patterns/sequences
● Break in to sections to practice - always add the first note of the next section, 

to make joining them together easier.



Learning notes

● Singing along to recordings - can be a great tool for hearing the relationships 
between parts, orchestra/piano, etc.

● Ask your conductor if they can recommend a favorite recording - more likely 
to be closer in style, tempo, etc. to what you’re going to do!

● Many choirs, and websites, offer midi files of one vocal line at a time, usually 
played by a keyboard or other electronic sound.

● Active vs. Passive rehearsing and practicing
● Remember, practice makes permanent, not perfect, so if you’re not sure of 

notes, rhythm, or text pronunciation at home, check them with your conductor 
or section leader before you ingrain them by repetition.
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